We prove the equivalence of an arbitrary single-mode Gaussian quantum channel and a newly defined fiducial channel preceded by a phase shift and followed by a Gaussian unitary operation. This equivalence implies that the energy-constrained classical capacity of any single-mode Gaussian channel can be calculated based on this fiducial channel, which is furthermore simply realizable with a beam splitter, two identical single-mode squeezers, and a two-mode squeezer. In a large domain of parameters, we also provide an analytical expression for the Gaussian classical capacity, exploiting its additivity, and prove that the classical capacity cannot exceed it by more than 1/ ln 2 bits.
Introduction.-Quantum channels play a key role in quantum information theory. In particular, bosonic Gaussian channels model most optical communication links, such as optical fibers or free space information transmission [1, 2] . One of the central characteristics of quantum channels is their classical capacity. A lot of attention has already been devoted to the study of the classical capacity of Gaussian channels [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Since Gaussian encodings are more relevant for experimental implementations, easier to work with analytically, and conjectured to be optimal [11] , the so-called Gaussian classical capacity was evaluated for specific Gaussian channels [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
In this Letter, we greatly simplify the calculation of these capacities [23] for an arbitrary single-mode Gaussian channel. Namely, we show that any such channel is indistinguishable from a newly defined fiducial channel, preceded by a phase shift and followed by a general Gaussian unitary. Since neither the phase shift at the channel's input nor the Gaussian unitary at the channel's output affects the input energy constraint or changes the output entropy, the capacities of this channel are equal to those of the fiducial channel. This conclusion also holds for any cascade of Gaussian channels since the latter is equivalent to another Gaussian channel. Our results allow us to go beyond previous works on the Gaussian capacity [19] [20] [21] and provide its unified analytical expression valid for any Gaussian channel in some energy range, where it is additive. In this range we prove that the capacity cannot exceed the Gaussian capacity by more than 1/ ln 2 bits (generalizing [24] ), the latter becoming the actual capacity if the minimum-output entropy conjecture for phase-insensitive Gaussian channels [11, 25] is true.
Gaussian channel.-Letρ G (α, V ) be a single-mode Gaussian state, where the coherent vector α ∈ R 2 and the covariance matrix (CM) V ∈ R 2 × R 2 are the first-and secondorder moments of the 2 dimensionless quadratures, respectively, with = 1. Then, a single-mode Gaussian channel Φ is a completely positive trace-preserving map which is closed on the set of Gaussian states [11] . It transforms input states with moments {α in , V in } to output states with moments {α out , V out } according to
where δ is the displacement induced by the channel, X is a 2 × 2 real matrix, and Y is a 2 × 2 real, symmetric, and non-negative matrix. For simplicity, we choose δ = 0 in what follows (the capacity is not affected by δ), and focus on the action of the map Φ on second-order moments using the simplified notation Φ(V in ) = V out . Then, the map Φ is fully characterized by matrices X and Y , which must satisfy
where
is the symplectic form [26] . In the following, we use the parameters
where τ may be a channel transmissivity (if 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1) or amplification gain (if τ ≥ 1), while y characterizes the added noise. The map Φ describes a quantum channel if y ≥ |τ − 1|/2 [27] . Moreover, it is an entanglement breaking channel if y ≥ (|τ | + 1)/2 [28] . The single-mode Gaussian channels can therefore be conveniently represented in a (τ ,y) plane, see Fig. 1 . Canonical decomposition.-Any single-mode Gaussian channel Φ can be decomposed as Φ = U 2 • Φ C • U 1 , where U 1 and U 2 are Gaussian unitaries, and Φ C is a canonical channel characterized by the matrices (X C , Y C ) [29] [30] [31] . The action of a Gaussian unitary U on a Gaussian state can be completely specified by a symplectic transformation M acting on the second-order moments of the state (we ignore first-order moments), so that the canonical decomposition may be written as (
One can define seven classes of canonical channels Φ C (see Table I) [29] [30] [31] . The first five channels in Table I can be treated together, and we refer to them collectively as thermal channels, Φ TH (τ,y) :
where sgn(τ ) = −1 if τ < 0 and sgn(τ ) = 1 if τ ≥ 0.
As shown in Fig. 2 (a) , any channel Φ TH can be physically realized by a beam splitter with transmissivity T followed by a two-mode squeezer (TMS) with gain G [27] . For the zero-transmission (τ = 0), lossy (0 ≤ τ ≤ 1), amplification is associated with a particular point (τ, y). The vertical line τ = 0 corresponds to the zero-transmission channel as well as the classical signal channel Φ CS . The vertical line τ = 1 corresponds to the classical additivenoise channel. Both the perfect transmission channel and the singlequadrature classical noise channel Φ SQ correspond to (τ = 1, y = 0). The Gaussian capacity of Φ F (τ,y,s) is additive ifN ≥N thr . This is equivalent to y ≤ y thr = |τ |(e
). An example of y thr is given by the dashed line, whereN = 0.5 and s = 0.12.
(τ ≥ 1), and classical additive-noise channel (τ = 1), the output is given by the signal's output of the TMS, and these four canonical channels correspond to phase-insensitive channels. For the fifth canonical channel, i.e., the phase-conjugating channel (τ < 0), the output is given by the idler's output of the TMS. These five channels map any thermal state to a thermal state, so we call them thermal channels. Each particular channel Φ TH (τ,y) corresponds to a single point in Fig. 1 , where the relations between (τ, y) and (T, G) are given in Table I . Finally, the sixth and seventh canonical channels are the classical signal (or quadrature erasing) channel Φ CS and the single-quadrature classical noise channel Φ SQ , which are not thermal channels (see [32] ).
Fiducial channel.-Now, our central point is that the above canonical decomposition is not always useful for evaluating capacities of bosonic channels with input energy constraint (which is needed, otherwise the capacities are infinite). Indeed, the Gaussian unitary U 1 that precedes the canonical channel Φ C affects, in general, the input energy. Therefore, we introduce a new decomposition in terms of a fiducial channel Φ F , where the preceding unitary is passive and does not affect the input energy restriction. We show that this decomposition has the major advantage that the energy-constrained capacity of any Gaussian channel reduces to that of the fiducial channel Φ F . The latter generalizes Φ TH by introducing squeezing in the added noise
Thus, it depends on three parameters (τ, y, s), and we denote it by Φ Realization of (a) the thermal channel Φ TH and (b) the fiducial channel Φ F by a beam splitter with transmissivity T , a two-mode squeezer with gain G, and a single-mode squeezer S. Here |0 stands for the vacuum state, and " " denotes "tracing out" the mode.
setup depicted in Fig. 2 (b) , where the "idler" corresponds again to the output of the phase-conjugating channel and the "signal" to that of the other channels. In the case 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1, this channel corresponds to the mixing of the input state with an arbitrary squeezed thermal state on a beam splitter with transmissivity τ . The fiducial channel Φ F can be used to decompose any Gaussian channel Φ (by taking proper limits, if necessary) [32] .
Theorem 1. For a single-mode Gaussian channel Φ defined by matrices X and Y with τ = 0 and y > 0, there exists a fiducial channel Φ F (τ,y,s) defined by matrices X F (τ ), Y F (y, s) with τ and y obtained from Eq. (3), a symplectic transformation M , and a rotation in phase space Θ such that
where the explicit dependencies of M , Θ, and s on the parameters of the channel Φ are presented in the Supplemental Material [32] .
Proof. We only sketch the proof here (see [32] for the full proof). First, one finds matrices Θ Y and S Y such that S
, where Θ Y and S Y denote matrices corresponding to a rotation and a squeezing operation, respectively. Second, one obtains the singular value decomposition X = Θ 1X S X X F Θ 2X , where X F reads as in Eq. (5). Then one defines
). The squeezing parameter s depends on all angles and squeezing operations
where Θ depends on Θ 2X , Θ F , and the sign of τ . Despite Theorem 1 requires that τ = 0 and y > 0, or, equivalently, that rank(X) = rank(Y ) = 2, it can be extended to lower-rank cases with minor modifications [32] .
Capacities.-The energy-constrained capacity C of the Gaussian channel Φ is defined as the maximal amount of bits that can be transmitted per use of the channel Φ given the mean photon numberN at its input, i.e. [12, 33] 
Canonical channels Φ C as defined in [29] [30] [31] , and their new representation in terms of Φ TH , Φ CS , Φ SQ and the corresponding matrices (XC, YC), where σz = diag(1, −1). The transmissivity T ∈ [0, 1] of the beam splitter and the gain G ≥ 1 of the two-mode squeezer correspond to the physical schemes in Fig. 2 and [32] .
where n is the number of channel uses, and C χ is the one-shot capacity of the channel, i.e.
Here S(ρ) = −Tr(ρ log 2ρ ) is the von Neumann entropy. The maximum is taken over all probability measures µ(x) in the whole space H of pure symbol statesρ x such that the average stateρ = µ(dx)ρ x belongs to the set EN of states which have a mean photon number not greater thanN . Since, in general, the one-shot capacity is not additive [34] , one has to take the limit in (7), unless additivity is explicitly proven for the given channel. The decomposition stated in Theorem 1 implies: Corollary 1. For a single-mode Gaussian channel Φ with parameters (τ = 0, y > 0), there exists a fiducial channel Φ F as defined in Theorem 1, such that
Proof. The symplectic transformation M that follows Φ F in Theorem 1 does not change the entropies in χ and there is no energy constraint on the output of the channel. Hence, M can be omitted. Furthermore, the rotation Θ preceding Φ F in Theorem 1 may be regarded as a change of the reference phase that can be chosen arbitrarily; therefore, Θ can be omitted as well. Thus, C χ (Φ,N ) = C χ (Φ F ,N ) holds. In order to evaluate the one-shot capacity of Φ ⊗n we apply the same reasoning, where the preceding and following transformations are given by ⊕
⊗n , nN ) which together with Eq. (7) implies Eq. (9) . Note that despite Eq. (9) requires τ = 0 and y > 0, it can be easily extended to the general case [32] .
We remark that if the corresponding fiducial channel Φ F (τ,y,s) is entanglement breaking, then the one-shot capacities of both Φ F (τ,y,s) and Φ are additive [35, 36] , and using Corollary 1 it follows that C(Φ,N ) = C χ (Φ F ,N ).
Gaussian capacities.-For experimental implementations and analytical calculations, it is convenient to focus on Gaussian encodings. We call the capacity restricted to Gaussian encodings the Gaussian capacity C G [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] :
is the one-shot Gaussian capacity. The maximum is now taken over all probability measures
of Gaussian states with a mean photon number not greater than N . Unlike previous works (e.g., [2, 16] ), we require the individual symbol states as well as the average state to be Gaussian. Then we prove that the one-shot Gaussian capacity of an arbitrary single-mode Gaussian channel Φ is given by the well-known expression [37] (see [32] for the proof)
where V in is the CM of a pure Gaussian input stateρ
Here V mod is the CM of a classical Gaussian distribution according to which the input state is displaced in order to generate the modulated input statê 
respectively (see [32] ).
The one-shot Gaussian capacity is equal to the Gaussian capacity, i.e.,
, provided it is additive. Interestingly, such an additivity can be proven if the input energy exceeds some thresholdN thr (see [32] ). Note that [16] also derives additivity but for a slightly different definition of C G χ and without respecting the energy constraint. In addition, an analog of Corollary 1 can easily be shown to hold for Gaussian capacities, namely
. Therefore, using the fiducial channel Φ F , we can analytically find the Gaussian capacity of any Gaussian channel in this high-energy regime:
Corollary 2. For a single-mode Gaussian channel Φ with parameters (τ = 0, y > 0), there exists a fiducial channel Φ F as defined in Theorem 1, such that
The proof is presented in [32] . Note that the energy thresholdN thr depends on the parameter s characterizing the fiducial channel Φ F (τ,y,s) . For thermal channels Φ TH = Φ F (τ,y,0) , the thresholdN thr = 0, so that additivity holds in the entire energy range. Then, Eq. (12) coincides with previously derived expressions for particular cases [4, 11] . In Fig. 1 , we illustrate an example of the domain whereN ≥N thr , i.e. Eq. (12) holds. Note, that Eq. (12) becomes the actual capacity C(Φ,N ) (forN ≥N thr ) of an arbitrary single-mode Gaussian channel Φ provided that the vacuum state is proven to minimize the output entropy of a single use of an ideal amplification channel [27, 38] .
Upper bounds.-Recently, upper bounds have been derived on the capacity of phase-insensitive channels, i.e. Φ TH with τ ≥ 0 [24, 39] . Using Corollary 2, we can generalize them to any Gaussian channel in the high-energy regime:
Proof. The fiducial channel corresponding to Φ can be decomposed as Φ
with T = 2τ /(2y + τ + 1) [see Fig. 2 and Table I ]. Then, the capacity of Φ F (τ,y,s) is upper bounded by the capacity of the first channel, i.e.
,N ≤ C, where C = g(TN + (1 − T ) sinh 2 s) [17] . We define
,
. It was shown in [24] that ∆(0) < 1/ ln 2. Since ∀s : ∆(s) ≤ ∆(0), the corollary is proven.
Note that for τ < 0 we can state a similar upper bound on the capacity, C(Φ,N ) ≤ C, where C is given by Eq. (13) with the replacement y → −y. However, in this case the last inequality in Eq. (13) does not hold. In a similar fashion, we extend in [32] the bounds that were derived in [39] .
Conclusions.-We have shown that an arbitrary singlemode Gaussian channel is either equivalent to a newly defined fiducial channel preceded by a phase shift and followed by a Gaussian unitary, or can be obtained in a proper limit of this combination. This equivalence was exploited to reduce the energy-constrained classical capacity of any single-mode Gaussian channel to that of the fiducial channel. We gave an analytical expression for the Gaussian capacity above the energy threshold, where additivity can be proven, and showed that in this case the classical capacity cannot exceed it by more than 1/ ln 2 bits. We expect that our results will be useful for further studies on the capacities of Gaussian channels, especially for input energies below the energy threshold. 
Then, for an n-mode quantum stateρ the coherent vector is given by α = R and the 2n × 2n covariance matrix (CM) V has entries
be an n-mode Gaussian state with coherent vector α and CM V . Then, a Gaussian channel Φ is a completelypositive trace-preserving map which is closed on the set of Gaussian states [11] . It transforms input states with moments {α in , V in } to output states with moments {α out , V out } according to
where δ is the displacement introduced by the channel, X is a 2n × 2n real matrix, and Y is a 2n × 2n real, symmetric, and non-negative matrix. As mentioned in the main text we choose δ = 0 in what follows (since the capacity is not affected by δ), and focus on the action of the map Φ on second-order moments using the simplified notation Φ(V in ) = V out . Then, the map Φ is fully characterized by matrices X and Y , which must satisfy
is the symplectic form [26] . For the one-mode case n = 1 we define the parameters
which have to satisfy
in order for the map to be physical.
Physical representation of non-thermal channels Φ CS and Φ
SQ
Out of the seven canonical channels (see main text) the sixth one is the classical signal (or quadrature erasing) channel, which we denote by Φ CS . Its action is defined by
This channel can be physically implemented with a continuous-variable controlled-NOT (CV-NOT) gate [40, 41] . The corresponding scheme is depicted in Fig. 3 (b) , where G = y + 1/2. Note that τ = 0, implying that Φ CS is always entanglement breaking (see Fig. 1 in the main text) and therefore, its classical capacity is additive [35, 36] .
The seventh and last canonical channel is the single-quadrature classical noise channel, which we name Φ SQ . Its action is defined by the matrices
where I is the 2 × 2 identity matrix. Equation (19) implies τ = 1 and y = 0 (as the perfect transmission channel). The channel Φ SQ is not entanglement breaking [28] .
Realization of (a) the classical signal channel Φ CS and (b) the single-quadrature classical noise channel Φ SQ by a beamsplitter with transmissivity T and a two-mode squeezer with gain G. Here |0 stands for the vacuum state and " " denotes "tracing out" the mode.
In the following we explain the physical schemes of the channels Φ SQ and Φ CS as depicted in Fig. 3 (a) and (b) . First, we discuss the main "building block" of these schemes, namely the CV-CNOT gate acting on a two-mode state with CM V in,th ≡ V in ⊕ V th , consisting of a general input mode with CM V in and an ancillary mode being in a thermal state with CM V th , i.e.
In the following the input mode corresponds to the "control mode" of the CV-CNOT gate, whereas the output mode is either the control or target mode depending on the channel. The action of the symplectic transformation S CNOT (corresponding to the CV-CNOT gate) on the joint state reads [40, 41] S 
Tracing out the target mode in Eq. (21) [as shown in Fig. 3 (a) ] and taking the ancillary mode to be in the vacuum state (y = 1/2) leads to the output of the single quadrature additive noise channel Φ SQ . In case of the channel Φ CS the ancillary mode with CM V th is the output of the two-mode squeezer with gain G [Fig. 3 (b) ], therefore, y = G − 1/2. Tracing out the control mode in Eq. (21) [as shown in Fig. 3 (b) ] leads to the output for the classical signal channel
. Equivalence of (a) an arbitrary Gaussian channel Φ, (b) the canonical decomposition containing a canonical channel Φ C and (c) the decomposition in terms of the fiducial channel Φ F as stated in Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1 and method how to obtain new decomposition Theorem 1. For a single-mode Gaussian channel Φ defined by matrices X and Y with τ = 0 and y > 0, there exists a fiducial channel Φ F defined by matrices X F (τ ) = |τ |diag(1, sgn(τ )), Y F (y,
where the explicit dependencies of M , Θ, and s on the parameters of the channel Φ are presented in Eqs. (28)- (38).
Proof. The action of the single-mode Gaussian channel Φ on an input CM V in reads according to Eq. (1)
where X is a real 2 × 2 matrix and Y a real, symmetric and non-negative 2 × 2 matrix. In [29] [30] [31] it was stated that for any Gaussian channel Φ there exists a canonical decomposition Φ = U 2 • Φ C • U 1 , where Φ C is a map belonging to one of the seven canonical types that are stated in the main text in Table I . The corresponding action on the CM reads
where X C , Y C are the matrices defining the canonical channels (see Table I in the main text) and M 1 , M 2 are matrices corresponding to symplectic transformations realizing unitaries U 1 , U 2 . In the following we obtain the new decomposition in terms of the fiducial channel as stated in the Theorem and furthermore, confirm Eq. (24). The proof is structured as follows. For given matrices X, Y we have to distinguish three cases which depend on the ranks of X and Y and correspond to canonical decompositions for which Φ C is either Φ TH , Φ SQ or Φ CS . In the first case our new decomposition will contain finite squeezing operations, while for the other two cases the new decomposition is shown to be valid in a proper limit of infinite squeezing.
For the following calculations we define the symplectic matrices corresponding to a rotation and a squeezing operation, i.e.
We sometimes omit the explicit dependence on the rotation angle or squeezing parameter. For the given CM Y there exists a rotation y 2 ) , where y 1 , y 2 ≥ 0 are the eigenvalues of Y . Since matrix X is real it has a singular value decomposition (SVD)
Here, x 1 , x 2 ≥ 0 are the singular values and σ z = diag(1, −1). Using equality det X = det (Λ X J ) and Eq. (16) we get τ = ±x 1 x 2 and y = √ y 1 y 2 . The condition on the determinants of X and Y stated in Eq. (17) allows us to exclude the following combinations of ranks because they are non-physical: (rank(X), rank(Y )) / ∈ {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)}. The physically allowed combinations of ranks therefore read (rank(X), rank(Y )) ∈ {(2, 2), (0, 2), (2, 0), (1, 2), (2, 1)}. Our theorem corresponds to the case (rank(X), rank(Y )) = (2, 2) which we prove at first. Then, we extend it to the second and third "physical" couple and finally treat the last two individually.
We begin with the case that is stated in the Theorem, i.e. rank(X) = rank(Y ) = 2. The latter implies that x 1 , x 2 , y 1 , y 2 = 0. Then we can construct the squeezing operation
Here the symplectic transformation (Θ Y S Y ) −1 realizes the symplectic diagonalization of Y , where y is the symplectic eigenvalue. Furthermore, we can define a squeezing operation S X = S(s X ), with s X = 1 2 ln (x 1 /x 2 ), such that Eq. (26) can be written as
Notice that the matrix X TH has the property that
Now we obtain the decomposition Y = M Y F M T in the following way. We define
where Θ F will be determined in the following. Then, we multiply Y in Eq. (28) from both sides with the identity matrix
Now we define
and thus, obtain the desired decomposition Y = M Y F M T . Moreover, we chose the rotation Θ F in a way such that matrix Y F is diagonal, i.e. Y F = y diag(e 2s , e −2s ). This implies the following expression for the squeezing parameter s
The angle θ F of rotation Θ F = O(θ F ) reads
Using definition X F = |τ |diag(1, sgn(τ )) and Eq. (30) one can rewrite Eq. (29) as
In summary, we found matrices M , Θ and the explicit parameters of X F and Y F such that
and thus, we have proven the Theorem. Now let us extend Theorem 1 to other combinations of ranks. rank(X) = 2, rank(Y ) = 0: Since Y = 0 it follows that y = 0, which together with Eq. (17) implies that τ = 1. Note that the channel is unitarily equivalent to the perfect transmission channel. All relations derived above are found in the same way where one has to fix s Y = θ Y = 0, which leads to S Y = Θ Y = I.
rank(X) = 0, rank(Y ) = 2: This case can also be treated using the above relations. Since X = 0 it follows that τ = 0, which together with Eq. (17) implies that y ≥ 1/2. This channel is unitarily equivalent to the zero-transmission channel and has trivially a capacity equal to zero. The decomposition containing the fiducial channel is found as above where one has to fix s X = θ 1X = θ 2X = 0.
We remark that for (rank(X), rank(Y )) ∈ {(2, 2), (0, 2), (2, 0)} the physical action of Φ corresponds (up to unitaries) to the action of Φ TH . Indeed, by inserting Eqs. (28) and (29) in Eq. (23) one obtains the canonical decomposition Φ = U 2 • Φ TH • U 1 , which in terms of the symplectic transformations reads as in Eq. (24), with
In Fig. 4 we sketched the equivalences found above. 
The matrix Y SQ can be recovered with an additional squeezer S T = S(s T ) in the limit of infinite squeezing, i.e.
T from which follows
Since rank(X) = 2 we can decompose X as in Eq. (29) but with the simplification τ = 1, i.e.
We observe that we can replace X SQ = X F , where X F is as defined as above with τ = 1. Thus, we get the same decomposition as stated in Eq. (29) . Now one can recover both matrices X, Y as a limiting case of Eq. (39), namely,
where in the definitions of M (31), Θ (38) and Y F (33) one has to make replacements τ → 1, s Y → s Y − s T and y → 1 2 e −2s T . This replacement only affects matrix Y F and rotations Θ F and Θ. Thus, we recovered both matrices X and Y as a limiting case of the decomposition stated in the Theorem.
Note that the physical action of Φ in this case corresponds (up to unitaries) to the action of Φ SQ : by inserting Eqs. (43) and (41) into Eq. (23) we recover the canonical decomposition Φ = U 2 • Φ SQ • U 1 , which in terms of the symplectic transformations is given by Eq. (24), with
rank(X) = 1, rank(Y ) = 2: Since in this case τ = 0, it follows from Eq. (17) that y ≥ 1 2 . The SVD of X now reads X = Θ 1X diag(x 1 , 0) (the other case x 1 = 0, x 2 > 0 can be treated equivalently). One can define S X = S(s X ) with s X = ln(x 1 ) such that
Since X CS can be expressed as X CS = lim s T →∞ e −s T S T , where S T = S(s T ), Eq. (46) becomes
where S XT = S(s X + s T ). Since y ≥ 
Thus, we recover matrices X, Y as a limiting case of Eq. (39), i.e.
where in the definitions of M (31) and Θ (38) one has to make replacements θ 2X → 0, s X → s X + s T and τ → e −2s T . Note that this replacement affects M but does not affect matrix Y stated in Eq. (48). Therefore, we found also for the last case both matrices X, Y as limiting cases of the decomposition stated in the Theorem. Now we demonstrate that (up to unitaries) the physical action of Φ in this case corresponds to the action of Φ CS . By inserting Eqs. (48) and (46) in Eq. (23), we obtain
For the real 2 × 2 matrixX one can again obtain the SVD which leads toX =Θ XSX X CS . SinceS X X CS = X CSSX we obtain the canonical decomposition Φ = U 2 • Φ CS • U 1 in terms of the symplectic transformations as stated in Eq. (24), with
Thus, we extended the Theorem to lower rank cases of X and Y . We remark that both channels Φ SQ and Φ CS are obtained by gradually increasing s T and since for each finite s T Corollary 1 (stated in the main text) holds, it also remains valid in the limit s T → ∞.
Derivation of simplified expression for the one-shot Gaussian capacity
In the following we show that the one-shot Gaussian capacity of a single-mode Gaussian channel Φ can be expressed as
where g(0) = 0, V in is the CM of a pure Gaussian input state fulfilling det (2V in ) = 1, V mod is the CM of a classical Gaussian distribution used to displace the input state and to generate the modulated input state with CMV in = V in + V mod where Tr[V in ] ≤ 2N + 1. Furthermore, ν = √ det V out andν = detV out are the symplectic eigenvalues of the output and modulated output state with CM V out = Φ(V in ) andV out = Φ(V in ), respectively. Equation (52) states that among all possible Gaussian sources characterized by a measure µ G (dα, dV ) over the set of Gaussian statesρ G (α, V ) of mean α an CM V , the source optimizing the Gaussian capacity corresponds to a single pure Gaussian stateρ G (0, V in ) with covariance V in fulfilling det (2V in ) = 1, modulated by phase-space translatations following a Gaussian distribution with CM V mod .
To achieve our goal we use the fact that the maximization inside the Gaussian capacity definition
can be divided into two different steps. In the first step, among all the sources µ G (dα, dV ) belonging to the set F Ĝ ρ G sharing the same average input stateρ
we maximize the modified Holevo quantitỹ
Note that the choice of zero mean for the average input stateρ G is natural because displacements do not change the entropy, however require energy. In the second and final step we optimizeχ(Φ,N ,ρ G ) over the average input stateρ G satisfying the energy constraintN , thus obtaining C G χ (Φ,N ) . We use the fact that the minimum of the average output entropy appearing in equation (57) can be rewritten as the Gaussian entanglement of formation E G [σ BE ] (see [42] ), i.e.
of a given bipartite mixed stateσ
Indeed, the Gaussian entanglement of formation is defined as
Here
The entanglement E of a bipartite state is quantified by the von Neumann entropy of any of its two reduced density operators. Equation (58) not only simplifies the capacity definition to
but also leads to the proof of Eq. (52). According to [42] the Gaussian entanglement of formation can be simplified to
where the minimum is taken over a single pure bipartite Gaussian state with CM V BE . This implies the existence of a covariance matrix V in such that the output entropy of pure Gaussian statesρ G (α, V in ) achieves the minimum in Eq. (58) for any α. Due to Eq. (61) and the fact that the symplectic transformation which corresponds to U Φ does not change the positivityV BE − V BE ≥ 0 it follows thatV in − V in ≥ 0. Then modulatingρ G (α, V in ) according to a Gaussian distribution with covariance matrix V mod =V in − V in generates a source with average input stateρ G with CMV in saturating the bound of Eq. (57). Thus, the one-shot Gaussian capacity of a general n-mode Gaussian channel Φ simplifies to
The entropy of an n-mode Gaussian stateρ G (α, V ) can be calculated in terms of the n symplectic eigenvalues ν i of V , i.e.
S(ρ
where g(x) is defined in Eq. (54). Therefore, the final expression for the one-shot Gaussian capacity reads
where ν i andν i are the symplectic eigenvalues of the CM V out = Φ(V in ) and CMV out = Φ(V in ). For the one mode case Eq. (64) simplifies to the well-known expression (see e.g. [37] ) stated in Eq. (52).
Proof of Corollary 2
Corollary 2. For a single-mode Gaussian channel Φ with parameters (τ = 0, y > 0), there exists a fiducial channel Φ F as defined in Theorem 1 such that Proof. The statement of Corollary 1 (see main text) formulated for the classical capacity can be straightforwardly extended to the Gaussian capacity, i.e.
. This means that we only have to evaluate the Gaussian capacity of the fiducial channel Φ F in order to find the Gaussian capacity of Φ. In the following we find C G (Φ F ,N ) explicitly for input energies N ≥N thr .
The proof is structured as follows. First, we prove that the Gaussian minimum output entropy of thermal channels Φ TH is additive (corresponding to Φ F with s = 0). Then we extend this proof to the fiducial channel for input energiesN ≥N thr (we present a simple and physically motivated proof, which is an alternative to the one in [16] ). Then we show that this also implies the additivity of the one-shot Gaussian capacity in this energy domain. Finally, we derive the exact expression for the one-shot Gaussian capacity.
In [43] it was shown that any pure n-mode Gaussian (input) state can be generated from the n-mode vacuum state, using n single-mode squeezers S ini preceded and followed by a linear multi-port interferometer, corresponding to passive symplectic transformations Θ in1 and Θ in2 [see Fig. 5 (a) ]. This decomposition can be further simplified since the n-mode vacuum state with CM I/2 (where I is the 2n × 2n identity matrix) remains unchanged under the action of the first interferometer Θ in1 and therefore, we can omit Θ in1 without changing the input state. The action of the channel (Φ TH (τ,y) ) ⊗n in terms of symplectic transformations then reads
S ini corresponds to the joint operation of single mode squeezers, Θ in2 is the symplectic transformation of the second linear multi-port interferometer and
By inserting 1 |τ | X TH X TH = I between Θ in2 and S in and between S in and Θ T in2 in Eq. (66) we obtain
One can confirm easily that Θ is indeed a symplectic rotation matrix (corresponding to another interferometer at the output), i.e. that Θ ΩΘ T = Ω and Θ Θ T = I. Thus, the general Gaussian input state entering the channel (Φ TH ) ⊗n is reduced to a product state [right hand side of Fig. 5 (a) ].
Now we calculate the entropy of the output state with CM V out . Since Θ does not affect its entropy we can omit it. Therefore, we are left with n vacuum modes entering the set of single-mode squeezers and then individually passing each channel Φ TH . Therefore, the additivity of the (Gaussian) output entropy is proven and thus,
ini is the CM of the mode i that exits squeezer S ini and ν i = det (Φ TH (V ini )) is the symplectic eigenvalue of the corresponding output state. The output entropy is minimized for V ini = I/2, ∀i, i.e. by removing all one-mode squeezers at the input. This leads to
Now let us consider the same problem for the fiducial channel Φ F as depicted in Fig. 5 (b) , where we use again the BlochMessiah decomposition. The first interferometer Θ in1 can again be omitted because it does not affect the n-mode vacuum state. From the definition of the fiducial channel we have (for the case of one mode) the equivalence X F = X TH , Y F = SY TH S, with S = diag(e s , e −s ), where S is the squeezing operation of the environment. This leads to the equality
As a consequence we can replace each fiducial channel by a thermal channel preceded by an anti-squeezer and followed by a squeezer [see right hand side of Fig. 5 (b) ]. Now we focus again on the minimization of the output entropy. Then, the squeezers S at the output of each channel Φ TH can be omitted since they do not change the entropy and we have no energy constraint on the output. We showed above that the entropy of the joint map (Φ TH ) ⊗n is minimized by the n-mode vacuum state. Thus, the multi-mode input state that minimizes the output entropy of the fiducial channel has to be in the n-mode vacuum state after passing the n anti-squeezers S −1 [see right hand side of Fig. 5 (b) ]. Therefore, it is optimal to fix the input interferometer Θ in2 = I and to chose each squeezer S ini at the input to "undo" each anti-squeezer, i.e. S ini = S, ∀i. Thus, the n-mode Gaussian input state that minimizes the output entropy of the channel (Φ F ) ⊗n is a product state with CM V in = ⊕ n i=1 S 2 /2. It follows that the Gaussian minimum output entropy is additive and reads
where the minimization requires a certain amount of energy to undo each squeezer, which will be taken into account later. We show now that Eq. (72) leads to the additivity of the one-shot Gaussian capacity of Φ F for input energiesN ≥N thr . Using the expression of the one-shot Gaussian capacity C G χ (Φ F ,N ) stated in Eq. (62) and using the definition of the Gaussian capacity, i.e.
we can state the following upper bound:
where the first term only needs to be maximized for a single use of the channel due to the subadditivity of the entropy. It is known that a thermal state maximizes the von Neumann entropy, therefore, the optimal modulated output state is a thermal state carrying the total number of photons, i.e. Φ F (V in + V mod ) =V out = diag(ν,ν), wherē ν = |τ |N + y cosh(2s) + |τ |/2.
The second term in Eq. 
The encoding which realizes both, the maximum and the minimum in Eqs. (76) 
This encoding can only be realized ifN
becauseN <N thr would imply V mod < 0 which would be non-physical. Thus, we have shown that
where C G χ (Φ F ,N ) is the right hand side of Eq. (65). This proves the corollary.
Additional upper bounds on the classical capacity
The upper bound on the classical capacity stated in Corollary 3 in the main text was obtained by generalizing the bounds that were found for thermal channels Φ TH (with τ > 0) in [24] . Recently, additional upper bounds were obtained for the same channels [39] and we extend them now to general channels Φ with τ > 0, y > 0.
The bounds were obtained by maximizing the first term of the classical capacity [see its definition in Eqs. (7) and (8) 
where in total six bounds b are presented in [39] . We stated in the proof of Corollary 2 that the fiducial channel is equivalent to a thermal channel preceded by an anti-squeezer and followed by a squeezer [see Fig. 5 (b) ]. The following squeezer does not change the output entropy. Furthermore, one can always undo the preceding squeezer because the bound b is not subject to an energy constraint. Therefore, any lower bound b on the minimal output entropy of the thermal channel is as well a lower bound on the minimal output entropy of the fiducial channel. The first term of the classical capacity is known to be maximized by a thermal state carrying the total number of photons. Its entropy was already calculated in Eq. (76), i.e. 
where b has to be taken from [39] . Note that with increasing s those bounds become less and less tight because b does not depend on s. However, as in the case of thermal channels [39] some of those bounds in a certain region of channel parameters are tighter than the bound C given by Eq. (13) in the main text.
